
 

 

 

Name of 

Course: 
Intermediate 3 Course book 

Aula Internacional 3 (New 

Edition) 

Number of 

sessions: 
10 Chapters 

9-12 

Aims of the course: 

1. Be able to express my opinions on abstract topics like films and music, describe my 

reactions to them and ask other people what they think. 

2. Be capable of giving a prepared presentation and answer clear questions. 

3. Be able to explain why something is a problem. 

4. Be able to make an effective complaint, for example in a shop or hotel. 

5. Be able to write standard formal letters relating to your field (or area of interest), 

following a template. 

6. Be capable of describing: 

- The character of a person and what you like and what you don’t 

- Innovative and design objects - shape, material & uses.  

- Your feelings and opinions with differents degrees of impersonality 

- Your point of view about environmental, social and economical problems and 

projects 

 
Topics Language structure/ grammar points 
 
Talks about personal relations and 

feelings. 
 
Express agreement and disagreement; 
some ways to moderate expressions of 

disagreement.  
 
An extract of a novel by Javier Marías 
about relationships: “Los enamoramientos” 
 
Interior design: rooms, objects and 
furniture. 
 
Creative design: objects by Martín Azúa. 
 
Describe objects (shape, material and 

uses) and value them.  
 
Latin inventions and their inventors. 
 
Environment, sustainability, green 

initiatives, ecovilages. 
 

 
Expressing emotions: “me fascina / me 

encanta / odio / no aguanto que + 
subjuntivo / no aguanto + sustantivo / no 
aguanto + infinitivo” 
 
Adjectives to describe the character of a 
person 
 
 
 
Superlatives (ísimo/a) and adjective 
modifiers (demasiado, excesivamente …) 
 
Relative clauses with prepositions  
 
Relative clauses: uses of subjunctive and 
indicative. 
 
Conditional tense 
 
Express opinions and assess facts and 
situations:  
- me parece que + subjuntivo  



 

 

Conservation, solidarity and fairness.  
 
Vitoria (Basque Country): a Green Capital 
 
 
Scientific mysteries: Nazca lines, Bermuda, 
Loche Ness Monster 
 
Esotericism, psychology and interpretation 

of Dreams. 
 
The Surrealism of Frida Khalo and 
Salvador Dalí.   
   
   

- esta bien que/ mal que + subjuntivo  
- es injusto/ lógico + que + subjuntivo  
 
Referring to a topic mentioned before: lo 
de / lo de que  
  
Uses of future simple and conditional 
 
Constructions with indicative and 
subjunctive to express different degrees of 
certainty.  
 
Uses and form of: creen algo / creerse 
algo / creen en algo 
 

 

 


